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"Satire is important because
someone has to hold up a
mirror to society"
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Dina Goldstein began her career over 30 years ago as a photojournalist, evolving from
a documentary and editorial photographer into an independent artist focusing on large-
scale productions of nuanced Narrative Photography tableaux. Her work is highly
conceptual and complex social commentary ; incorporating cultural archetypes and
iconography from the collective common imagination with narratives inspired by the
human condition. Leaning into the visual language of pop surrealism, she stages
compositions that expose the underbelly of modern life, challenging the notions of
cultural influence and inherent belief systems. The vivid and provocative still imagery
emerges through an entirely cinematic technique, with Dina’s established methodology
following a precise pre- to post production process.

Goldstein’s work has been the subject of academic essays and dissertations, and has
been covered extensively in media around the globe. The projects are studied and
taught in art schools, photography programs and gender studies. The Fallen Princesses
are included in elementary school textbooks, as teaching tools and subjects of discourse
within the classroom. Dina is represented internationally, and consistently exhibits at
festivals, biennales, commercial galleries, art centres and museums. 

Dina was recognized by Arte Laguna Photographic Selection that won her a residency to
India in 2012, and most notably, Goldstein was the overall winner at the Prix Virginia,
2015, an international prize for women photographers, based in Paris, France. 
A full list of awards and recognitions is included.
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FALLEN PRINCESSES



Cinder, 2007

Fallen Princesses, 2007-2009 was born out
of deep personal pain, inspiring Dina to
critically examine the “happily ever after”
motif that we are spoon fed since childhood.
The series creates metaphor out of the
myths of fairy tales, forcing the viewer to
contemplate real life: failed dreams,
addiction, obesity, Cancer, the extinction of
indigenous culture, pollution, war and the
fallacy of chasing eternal youth. By
embracing the colours and textures created
by Walt Disney, which build a multi-billion
dollar empire exploiting these fairy tales,
Fallen Princesses exposes the consumerism
that has negated the value of these ancient
parables. The series was first exhibited in
2009, and gained much attention in the
press and on-line. Today the Fallen
Princesses are shown internationally and
continue to go ‘viral' online. 

Belle, 2008



 Red, 2008

Snowy, 2008

Red, 2008



 

Princess Pea, 2009

Jasmine, 2008



Rapunzel, 2007

Ariel, 2008



 

Sleeping Beauty, 2008

 

Pocahontas, 2009



EXHIBITIONS

Prix Virginia, Paris, France, 2015



Rencontres de la photographie en Gaspésie, Gaspé 2013



Madison Gallery, Laguna Beach, CA, 2017

Ian Potter Museum of Art, the University of Melbourne, 2016
 

https://art-museum.unimelb.edu.au/


Subverting the Myth of Happiness: Dina Goldstein's "Fallen
Princesses" 
By Jack Zipes 
2010

When feminists began rewriting fairy tales in the 1960s and 1970s, one of their major purposes was
to demonstrate that nobody really lives happily ever after, whether in fantasy or reality, and one of the
important political assumptions was that nobody will ever live happily ever after unless we change not
only fairy-tale writing but social and economic conditions that further exploitative and oppressive
relations among the sexes, races, and social classes. This general purpose is still at the root of the
best and most serious writing of fairy tales by women, and in recent years, some of the best women
painters, artists, photographers, and filmmakers in North America have created unique works that
question traditional representations of gender, marriage, work, and social roles.

In order to explain why nobody lives happily ever after, neither in fairy tales nor in real life, and why
nobody should invest their time and energy believing in a "happily ever after" realm, I would like to
make a few comments about Dina Goldstein's provocative photographs that pierce the myth of
happiness. This is not to say that we cannot be happy in our lives. Rather, I should like to suggest
that the fairy-tale notion about happiness must be radically turned on its head if we are to glimpse the
myths of happiness perpetuated by the canonical fairy tales and culture industry and to determine
what happiness means. Anyone who has seen Dina Goldstein's unusual photographs knows that she
not only deflowers fairy tales with her tantalizing images, but she also "de-disneyfies" them. Goldstein
came to Canada from Israel when she was eight-years-old and had very little experience with the
world of Disney films, books, artifacts, and advertisements. It was not until she was much older, when
her three-year-old daughter was exposed to the Disney princesses, and when her mother was
diagnosed with breast cancer that she began to reflect about the impact of the Disneyfied fairy tales.
As she has said in an interview with the Vancouver Sun, "I began to imagine Disney's perfect
princesses juxtaposed with real issues that were affecting women around me, such as illness, cancer,
addiction and self-image issues. . . . Disney princesses didn't have to deal with these issues, and
besides we really never followed their life past their youth."

Goldstein's photo series, "Fallen Princesses," first appeared on the Internet in the summer of 2009,
and they have received global attention as artworks that comment critically on the Disney world and
raise many questions about the lives women are expected to lead and the actual lives that they lead.
Her photos are not optimistic. Rather, they are subtle, comic, and grotesque images that undo
classical fairy-tale narratives and expose some of the negative results that are rarely discussed in
public.For instance, in her macabre portrayal of Snow White, she depicts the gruesome fate of a
young woman, who is the spitting image of Disney's Barbie heroine. She stands in the middle of a
suburban living room holding two of her children in diapers, one crying, one sucking her thumb.
Another daughter is pulling on her skirt, while a fourth is crawling in a corner of the room. A tiny
bulldog is sniffing the ground. The woman stares solemnly into the camera while her prince-like
husband sits on an easy chair and watches a sporting event on television. Of course, he is holding a
can of beer and is totally 
 



detached from his family. In another photo in the series, Snow White and her prince stare into the
camera, completely alienated from one another. Whatever love there was between then has
vanished.

Is this what marriage and family life are supposed to be?
 
Goldstein does not generalize, for these are very specific social-class images that may
resonate with viewers from all classes in different ways. If anything, Goldstein is concerned
with the struggles that women must endure despite the gains made by the feminist
movement in the past forty years.  

Her Rapunzel loses her hair perhaps due to chemotherapy. Her Belle undergoes plastic surgery so
she can maintain her status as a beautiful woman. Her Red Riding Hood cannot stop eating and is
so obese that the wolf might not be attracted to her, or perhaps he will find her extremely attractive.
Pocahontas sits in a daze while watching television in a room stuffed with artifacts of natural life and
surrounded by domestic cats. Indeed, Native American life appears to be tamed and domesticated.
This is the same with the Little Mermaid, who is encased in an aquarium and has become little more
than a display object. While not on display, the princess on top of the mattresses in a dump yard
does not fare much better. She will not be awarded a prince after sleeping on a pea. Instead, she is
about to be swept away and discarded by a bulldozer. And perhaps this is a good thing because the
pea test she was expected to pass is a patriarchal myth of the past and belongs to the refuse of
history.

Goldstein's scenes are carefully and artificially arranged, and yet, they do not seem posed. They are
mock portraits of posed family scenes and sardonic cuts of fairy- tale films. They assume a life of
their own because they are livid studies of depressing situations that need to be faced, not averted.
The princesses in her photos are fallen because they had fallen for the Disney images and societal
norms that are perverse or destructive for women. (Not to mention men.) They cut to the core of
alienation and banality in our glitzy lives. This does not mean that there is no happiness after the
happy ends of classical fairy tales, but her photos imply that women (and men as well) must be on
the alert in the society of the spectacle not to believe the images imposed on us, but to create our
own narratives and representations. Goldstein has boldly and fascinatingly exposed the underbelly
of daily life in her photos. The fallen princesses in her photos -- her representations -- emanate from
a critical vision and artistic endeavor that seek to come to terms with social conditions that limit our
ability to recognize the myths of happiness. By picturing the consequences of manipulated fairy tales
Goldstein hopes that we may alter our vision and contend with the spectacles in life that blind us with
dazzling false promises.
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IN  THE DOLLHOUSE



 

Bedroom Magazines, 2012

Bathroom Mirror, 2012

In The Dollhouse, 2012 is a
10-part sequential narrative that
takes place within an adult-
sized dollhouse belonging to
Barbie and Ken, the idealized
American couple and plastic
icons of Western culture. More
than any other childhood
construct, Barbie represents the
concept that beauty is the apex
trait, and is necessary to attain
power and happiness. Her
costar Ken, who has been
trapped in an imposed marriage
for over three decades,
discovers his authentic self and
finally expresses his
individuality. Barbie's fate is
grim, as she breaks down and
confronts her own value and
fleeting relevance. In the
Dollhouse exhibits in large
scale and is included in the
Bogota PhotoMuseo collection.

Breakfast, 2012



 

Passed out, 2012

Dining Alone, 2012



 The Dream, 2012

Tub and Toilet, 2012

The Affair, 2012



 Haircut, 2012

Headless, 2012



EXHIBITIONS

Art Mur, Montreal, Canada 2014

Corey Helford, Los Angeles, CA, 2015



Capture Photography Festival, Kimoto Gallery, Vancouver, B.C, Canada, 2016

Fotografica Bogota, FOTO MUSEO, Bogota, Colombia, 2016



Face The World Auction, Vancouver, B.C. Canada, 2018

Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera Exhibition Catalogue, Musee D'orsay, Paris, France, 2016
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Dina Goldstein's In The Dollhouse and the Perils of Plastic
Perfection
By Barry Dumka

Since her 1959 debut wearing stilettos and a zebra print bikini to the tagline, “a shapely teenage
fashion model” and theme song Barbie You’re Beautiful, Barbara Millicent Roberts has been a
lightning rod for debate about the socio-cultural expectations for female identity. She certainly looked
different from the typical baby-faced dolls of her day. Tall, thin, golden-haired and glossily made up,
Barbie was modeled after Lilli, a curvy sexualised doll sold in German bars to adult men based on a
racy comic strip character. Equally as buxom, Barbie expressed her personality through her body
image, wardrobe and lifestyle. Acquisitive and carefree, Barbie is the glamour girl of a mythic
America where being perfect, popular and plastic is the highest ideal. As a corporate-sponsored
American princess, Barbie was made to live the dream of a good life.

That’s not Barbie’s fate in Dina Goldstein’s hands.

For her second conceptual series of large-format photographic tableaus, Goldstein subverts the
storybook storyline of Barbie and her blow-dried boyfriend Ken. Using the sequential narrative form
common to comic books, Goldstein places the long-time couple in a custom-manufactured alternative
reality of her own design and decoration. A pink on pink playhouse that seems sweetly perfumed for
romance. Even the pillows insist on love. But the candy-coloured interiors and playful appeal of the
iconic dolls are Goldstein’s Pop Surrealist lure to engage an audience about serious issues. In The
Dollhouse is social documentary photography masquerading as a puppet show. The series of 10
panels unfolds a tragicomic tale of the perils of being plastic and the potential for salvation through
authenticity. Barbie gets the short end of that stick – in Goldstein’s telling of her story, she endures
psychological dysfunction, an emotional breakdown, a really bad haircut and, ultimately, decapitation.

Life wasn’t supposed to be this hard for Barbie.

Shaped into Barbie’s form - and all her fabulous clothes - is the cultural expectation that her life is
charmed. She is the ultimate material girl meant to have it all - iconic beauty, gravity-defying breasts,
salon-perfect hair, wafer-thin waistline, any job that she wants and a boyfriend content to live in her
shadow for more than 50 years. From her proportions to her wardrobe, Barbie sets an impossible
standard for girls and the grown women they become. With over a billion sold and the average girl
owning at least 8 Barbies, developmental psychologists indicate the dolls plays an active role in
shaping a young girl’s self-image. Arguably, Barbie’s a tool in the hand teaching females that
appearance and material possessions matter for achieving social status. And, possibly, a gateway
drug to a lifelong obsession over what it takes to fit the ideal of feminine beauty.



Dina Goldstein’s photography projects have made her an iconoclast in fantasyland. Her acclaimed
series Fallen Princesses recontextualized Disnified heroines to engage awareness about societal
challenges: pollution, war, obesity, marital dysfunction. As with In The Dollhouse, Goldstein draws from
her earlier photodocumentary work and her keen ability to find the fragmented truth in a story no
matter the scene. 

Goldstein’s scenes are no longer happened upon but diligently arranged though the artifice is
still meant to be cut from the coarse cloth of social reality. As a surrealist, Goldstein knows
that beneath the smooth, polished surface of our pop cultural age, the truth is writhing to be
set free. Her work is intended to - and does - provoke debate. It’s intentionally theatrical but has
an honest message. Every image is queerly compelling.

Still, the comedy and charm of In The Dollhouse can’t be denied. Goldstein has set an immaculate
scene and found the cast to match it. There is an overlay of 1950s ornamentation and respectability in
the setting: the French Provincial furniture package, fine china tea service, Barbie’s well-coiffed hair
and taffeta dress, Ken’s sweater dashed about his shoulders. Everything is in its proper order - well,
almost.

Bored and oblivious, Barbie is about to have her perfect life tripped up by the bold gay kick of Ken’s
pink pump. If Oprah didn’t give away his secret, the bleached-out dude doll just getting out of bed with
Ken definitely subverts the couple’s corporate marketing story. Admittedly, Ken has always been
subject to rumours. When Mattel issued Magic Earring Ken in 1993 - complete with buff body, mesh
tanktop, mauve vest and a much speculated upon chrome ring about his neck - the doll sparked
controversy and was soon discontinued and recalled despite its popularity. Twenty years on, in
Goldstein’s fantasia, Ken is more carefree and happy to lead his life as he chooses. It’s Barbie who
struggles with her identity. As the power of her synthetic perfection proves worthless, Barbie ends up
broken in the corner. Just another doll, headless and forgotten.

The final panel of In The Dollhouse is shocking but the penultimate one more sensitively links
Goldstein’s artistic efforts to a bigger purpose. The socially-constructed expression of female identity,
beauty and individuality is, of course, much older than ageless Barbie. In The Dollhouse contains a
bonding moment with Frida Kahlo, the Mexican artist known for her fierce and wounded self-portraits –
as well as her tempestuous relationship with the frequently unfaithful Diego Rivera. Kahlo endured
great pain throughout her life, both physical and emotional, and poured that hurt and heartache into
her paintings. Watched by a voyeuristic eye peering through the back window, Goldstein’s The Haircut
recreates Kahlo’s Self-Portrait with Cropped Hair - both women pictured are shorn of their long locks
and wearing a man’s suit. The visual conversation between these two provocative female artists –
creative girl talk – is raw and poignant and sly. The “proper” role of women in society and how to fit
their frame to that prescribed form becomes for Goldstein, as much as Kahlo, the motivation for her
metaphorically surreal imagery. Goldstein shows the price that women pay trying to be perfect.

A relational postscript to In The Dollhouse is the real life hardships endured by the people who made
or inspired Barbie and Ken. Ruth Handler, the Mattel President who came up with the idea for Barbie,
was diagnosed in the 1970s with breast cancer and underwent a radical mastectomy. Jack Ryan, the
chief engineer who shaped the look of Barbie, was a six-times married hypersexual swinger known for
hosting wild orgies in his lavish Bel Air home; he suffered from alcoholism and took his own life in 1994
(writing “I



love you” on the bathroom mirror using his last wife’s lipstick). The real life Ken, son of Ruth Handler,
hated being associated with his namesake doll; though married, he was a closeted gay man and
died in 1994 from an AIDS-related complication. Barbara Handler, or Barbie, also shuns the
association; after her divorce and various cosmetic surgeries, she lives as a recluse in Southern
California.

Such are the truths of regular life. Nothing is plastic coated. The human condition existing in the real
world is complicated and lacks the fantastical powers required to make a life perfect. Still, there can
be beauty despite the flaws. In Goldstein’s visual narrative, Ken embraces his particular kinks and is
liberated. Barbie - stubbornly and stylishly conservative - is destroyed. But maybe the scene in
Goldstein’s last panel is transitional, not final. Dolls are resilient. They can take a beating and then
snap their heads back on and begin the game again.

Goldstein’s In The Dollhouse plays with our narrative expectations as well as our cultural ones. In
the toybox of social popularity, can our culture love a Buzzcut Barbie? Who will play with her now?



GODS OF SUBURBIA



 
Last Supper East Van, 2014

Satan, 2014

Gods Of Suburbia, 2014 is an exploration of established and fringe religions. 
Contemplative and complex, the project took two years to complete. Gods Of Suburbia places
deities — drawn from polytheistic to Abrahamic traditions — in everyday situations by offering an
iconoclastic interpretation of how ancient belief systems fit into modernity’s three pillars:
technology, science and secularism. The surreal incongruities that were created challenges
viewers to contemplate the relevance of ancient ethics and morals in a society characterized by
materialism and consumerism. Gods Of Suburbia is exhibited as prints and analog transparency
mounts on plexi, combined with custom-built light panels.



 

Buddha, 2014

Lakshmi, 2014



 

Elohim, 2014

Ganesha, 2014

Darwin, 2014



 Muhammad the Prophet, 2014

Lord Xenu, 2014



 

Wicca, 2014

Voodoo Queen, 2014



EXHIBITIONS

Daegu Biennale, Daegu Museum, South Korea, 2016



Basilica, Milan, Italy, 2018



Daniel Frankel Private Collection, 2018

Diamond Foundation Private Collection, 2017



Lishui Photography Festival, Lishui Museum, Lishui, China, 2016

Diamond Foundation Private Collection, 2017
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Satire and Gods of Suburbia
Charlene Sayo
February 24, 2015, Huffington post

Aside from fuelling the already fiery debates surrounding religion, last month’s Charlie Hebdo
shootings ignited the polemics of satire as ammunition against religious fundamentalists and
marginalized communities most associated with—at least according to Fox News and its ilk—religious
extremists.  

Satirizing religious and political affairs must be done, not only to deepen social consciousness and
inspire action, but to reach out to those not easily swayed by abstruse theory and rhetoric. But is it
possible to satirize religion and push boundaries without triggering murder?  

In immediate response to the shootings, American writer and photographer Teju Cole suggests in his
essay, Unmournable Bodies, that “it is possible to defend the right to obscene and racist speech
without promoting or sponsoring the content of that speech. It is possible to approve of sacrilege
without endorsing racism. And it is possible to consider Islamophobia immoral without wishing it
illegal.”

In her latest photographic collection, Gods of Suburbia, Vancouver-based, internationally award-
winning photographer and cultural critic Dina Goldstein captures the essence of satire through
discussion and criticism about religion, its place and perseverance in our technology-manic society.
She knocks off Western and Eastern Gods, deities and icons from their altars and re-imagines them as
ordinary people struggling with unemployment, homelessness, identity crisis and alienation. We see
Lakshmi attempting to “lean in” with the cumbersome demands of domestic responsibilities and public
life. For his last supper, Jesus feasts with hipsters in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside observing the
conflict between homelessness and gentrification; and a riff-raff Wiccan couple, models for many pop-
up fringe spiritual communities, are construed as being so awkward and estranged, they are,
according to Goldstein, “living on the outside of the mainstream, along the periphery of Suburbia.” 

By re-imagining Gods and deities as fallible creatures unworthy of worship, Gods of Suburbia
dares to ask: Is religion a commodity akin to a sparkly iPhone that can upgraded, traded in, or
disposed for the latest model? How can the practice of religion, so private and personal, be so
public? How has religion been able to thrive in our science-driven, secular society?   

By constructing a cosmetic reality, one that mirrors our own, Goldstein doesn’t evade discussion, but
rather creates it. In doing so, Gods and deities, believed to be too sacred for criticism, are personified
and whose religious practices contradict their dogma.

This plastic aesthetic within Gods of Suburbia reflects our manufactured, consumer world, where
religious idols are not only out of place, but are actively being displaced. In fact, there is a sadness in
the photos, because without their shrines and shiny halos, the icons are comparable to plastic flowers
and bejewelled sunglasses sold in dollar stores - the meccas of consumer overproduction and excess.
Goldstein's Buddha exemplifies the commodification of religion, by way of exorbitant prayer beads and
eat-pray-love five star retreats. "I've placed Buddha in a high-end supermarket to illustrate how far we
live and exist from the ideals of Buddhism, which we in the West pay homage to with Yoga and
meditation," Goldstein explains. "The irony is that we continue our immersion in the three poisons  



when we shop at such overpriced designer supermarkets. […] They indulge our narcissism and
desires separating the haves even further from the have-nots, who can’t shop at such places and are
left with GMO and lower-scale food.”

This consumerism reveals on the one hand, religion’s vulnerability to commodification, and, on the
other, its ability to navigate our consumer cosmos, adapting to rapid changing consumer wants and
constructed needs. In doing so, this reveals our active role in the commodification and the
demonization of religious beliefs.

The striking difference between the Charlie Hebdo illustrations and Gods of Suburbia is, despite
Goldstein’s critique on religion, she remains respectful to the Gods and deities by rooting satire and
contemporary narratives within the axiom of their history and spirituality, therefore enhancing, rather
than distorting the essence of religious icons. Muhammad the Prophet is exalted as Goldstein
recognizes Islam’s contribution to the sciences long before their European counterparts, juxtaposing
“the obvious disconnect between the East, specifically Islamic principles and the West’s secular ideals,
which is currently at the forefront of international concern.” Ganesha, the Lord of Obstacles is depicted
as a tormented outsider struggling to integrate in a hostile world, an experience Goldstein felt “as an
immigrant to Canada [.] I was bullied for being different and for not speaking English—you can see in
the photo that what differentiates people is not only what they eat, and how they dress, but also what
they believe in.” There is a universality within the alternate world of Gods of Suburbia that many of us
can relate to. The Charlie Hebdo illustrations on the other hand, depicts marginalized communities,
such as France’s 4 million Muslims under the lens of racist stereotypes so detached not only from their
religious and spiritual roots, but also alienated from the strained colonial history between France and
its former colonies. The illustrations did not contain Islamophobia, but in fact, incited Islamophobia,
and consequently, its backlash.  

If done right, satire can enlighten; if done carelessly, satire can lead to violence as our world has
witnessed over again. To not understand this dynamic is irresponsible on the part of the artist. Satire
must be clever, and like many cultural forms, must encourage the awareness and potential intellect of
all members of society, religious or not. At its best, satire not only critiques social values and norms,
but provokes change if necessary, positioning individuals to be active participants in social
transformation, rather than passive consumers who allow others to worry about their civil liberties and
freedom.  

The filtered, plastic universe of Gods of Suburbia points the finger at all of us and our inconsistency to
uphold spiritual peace within our manic, individualistic consumer world. In the end, Goldstein’s work
not only exemplifies satire, but she has created an alternative space where Gods can live among us,
but only in so far that we can see our faulty selves in this made-up reality.



MODERN GIRL



 
Buy Stuff, 2016

Fresh Air Corp, 2016 Instaworld, 2016Good Earth Organics, 2016

Modern Girl, 2016 extrapolates from Dina
Goldstein’s past themes of identity within
Western culture. Inspired by Chinese tradition
and the evolution of international
commercialism, Dina reimagines the adored
and iconic advertising posters of 1930s
Shanghai. Live models replace the girls, still
sexy but far more demure than their American
"pinup girl" counterparts. This era saw the
emergence of of the Asian women as
individuals, who began to break away from
Confucius tradition that demanded total filial
piety alongside crippling beauty practices like
foot binding. However, while an expression of
gender emancipation, the posters sowed the
seeds of a new form of exploitation: the use of
the female form to sell consumer products.
The shift to this popular image of the modern
woman signaled the commodification of the
everyday and de-radicalization of modernity.
The accompanying imagined products relay
satirical critique of our current societal
realities. The Modern Girl exhibition opened
November 2016 in Paris, France.



 

Idea Chews, 2016



 Love Pops, 2016

Tasty Spray, 2016Memory World, 2016

Lucky Liquor, 2016



EXHIBITIONS

Galerie Virginie Barrou Planquart, Paris, France 2016
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SNAPSHOTS FROM THE
GARDEN OF EDEN



King Solomon, 2017

 
Elijah, 2017

Ibbur, 2017

Golem, 2017

Princess in the Tower, 2017

Dybuuk, 2017

Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden, 2017
was commissioned by the Contemporary Jewish
Museum Of San Francisco for the exhibit Jewish
Folktales Retold: Artist as Maggid. The series
features 11 large-scale Black and White tableau
images with representing characters and
passages from  Leaves From The Garden Of
Eden; a collection of Jewish folk and fairytales,
mystical and supernatural tales compiled and
interpreted by folklorist Howard Schwartz.



 

Hair in Milk, 2017

Lilith as Queen Sheeba, 2016



 

Ashmodai, Garden, 2017

Ashmodai, Mirrors, 2017



The Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge, 2017

Golem, 2017



EXHIBITIONS

The Contemporary Jewish Museum, San Francisco, CA, 2017



Sidney and Gertrude Zack Gallery, Vancouver B.C. Canada, 2018

Jewish Museum, Venice, Italy 2018
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10 COMMANDMENTS



 
Commandment 1, TRUMP, You shall have no other
Gods before Me, 2019

Commandment 2, REAGAN, You shall not make for yourself a carved image or any likeness of
anything, 2019  

10 Commandments, 2019 examines the
sociopolitical makeup of America through its
political icons - the presidential figures that mark
the most notable and controversial chapters in
American history. Each tableau features a
President  portrayed through the prism of their
politics, popularity and/or notoriety, further
contextualized by a contemporary backdrop, and
assigned one of the moral and ethical postulates of
the 10 Commandments. These humourous
narrative juxtapositions deconstruct the layers of
political deceit, exposing latent hypocrisies and
challenging the integrity of a system that is
supposed to be a model of democracy and social
progress. 



 
Commandment 3, NIXON, You shall not take the name of
the Lord your God in vain , 2019

Commandment 4, ROOSEVELT, Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy, 2019  

Its grounding piece, Lincoln, depicts the 16th
and most popular President in the aftermath of
the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting.
In the context of the series, Lincoln reaffirms
the gravitas that lightness and humour in other
pieces may inadvertently obscure. 
Unlike Goldstein's other series, The 10
Commandments reads more immediate, more
overtly activist. The artist is, more than ever,
wearing her disillusionment on her sleeve,
compelled to offer commentary as someone
whose life and work have also been shadowed
by the now fractured American ideal. As such,
the series demonstrates a new facet of Dina
Goldstein's artistic repertoire, one of political
criticism.



 
Commandment 5, WASHINGTON, Honor your father and your mother, 2019 

Commandment 6, LINCOLN, You shall not murder, 2019  



 
Commandment 7, JFK, You shall not commit adultery, 2019

Commandment 8, OBAMA, You shall not steal, 2019  



 Commandment 9, BUSH, You shall not bear false witness against your neighbour, 2019

Commandment 10, TRUMAN, You shall not covet your neighbor's house, 2019  



EXHIBITIONS

Diamond Foundation Private Collection, 2020
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OG PUNK



Chris N, 2021

 
Raven, 2021

Myles, 2021

OG Punk, (2021, ongoing) examines key figures
from the legendary punk rock scene of the late
1970s and 1980s in Vancouver and Victoria. The
portraits in OG Punk from this series were shot
with a neutral studio backdrop, establishing a
mood of staged and theatrical artifice. The
subjects self-consciously perform for the
camera, showing off their punk rock regalia,
spiked hairdos, and tattoos. Some pose with
playful bravado, others are more introverted,
even melancho-lic. Seen as they are today,
these original punks come across as individual
personalit-ies more than subculture personas as
their nicknames imply. Distinctions between
cost-ume and everyday adornment are hard to
decipher, drawing attention to the limits of self-
fashioning. Each portrait carries this tension
between the public display of social identity and
personal expression. 



Mad Dog, 2021

The exhibition reveals clues to the ethos of punk as an anarchistic, youth counterculture
rebelling against mainstream society. As evident in wendythirteen’s collection of skull ornaments
and bands called Dayglo Abortions, Death Sentence, and Subhumans, dystopian attitudes
prevail. In the 1970s, youthful punk idealism took the world by storm and its raucous,
provocative music was steeped in political ideology. This attitude persists for Goldstein’s
subjects. 



 

Rob Punk, 2021  wendythirteen, 2021



 

Exploding Skull by Randy Stubbs, 2021The Cretin, 2021



 

EXHIBITIONS

The Polygon Gallery, Vancouver, B.C, 2017





OG PUNK PRESS



XXX ARCHIVE



 
 

The XXX ARCHIVE collection of prints ranges from photographs of musicians
performing on stage, portraits of famous faces, to candid documentary style
travel and street photography.

X       

XX    

XXX  

The DINA GOLDSTEIN XXX ARCHIVE is now available online to the public at
https://www.dinagoldstein.com/archive/

    2000-2010 

   1990-2000

  2010-2020 





EDITION STRUCTURE



AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

2021     IPA Honorable Mention

2021     Paris Photo, Finalist

2020     Aesthetica Art Prize, Finalist

2020     Arte Laguna, Photographic section, Finalist

2019     Lucie Awards, Deeper Perspective, Honorable Mention 

2019     Honorable Mention Julia Margaret Cameron Awards

2018     Arte Laguna, Belgium Residency Selection

2017     Black & White Spider Awards

2016     Sony Awards Short List

2016     Applied Arts, Fine Art Print, First Place

2016     Arte Laguna, Photographic Selection

2015     International Colour Awards

2014     Prix Virginia, Paris, France Grand Prize Winner

2013     International Color Awards, Fine Art Finalist

2012     The Big F Award, Framed Awards

2012     Selected Artist Art Basel MIAMI Prize

2011     Arte Laguna Special Prize Winner

2011     Art Takes Miami / Art Basel Top 100 picks

2009     American Photography Annual 25

2009     Popular Photography, reader’s competition

2009     International Color Awards, Fine Art Finalist

2008     1st Place ‘Magazine Cover Art’, Applied Arts Magazine

2006     Nominee, ‘David Screams’, Black and White Spider Awards

2006     1st Place, ‘Ice Cream’, International Colour Awards

2004     1st Place, ‘Hands’, Applied Arts Magazine 

2004     1st Place, ‘Trackrecord Exhibit Poster’ Applied Arts Magazine

2003     Trackrecord Exhibit Poster’, Nikon PDN awards

2003     Top 10, ‘Ice Cream’, Photo Life Magazine

2002     ‘Manifesto of Fun’, Western Magazine Awards

2001      ‘Home Wrecked’, Western Magazine Awards
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BORN TEL AVIV, ISRAEL 1969 
LOCATION VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA 
EDUCATION LANGARA PHOTOGRAPHY 

 

 
 

SOLO AND GROUP EXHIBITIONS
 
 

2022
Solo, Abbozzo Gallery, Contact Photography Festival, Toronto, Canada

OG Punk
Curator: Ryan Monadjem

 
Solo, Town Hall, Borgo Val di Taro, Italy

Gods and Princesses
Curator: Opus In Artem

 
Solo, Ideale2050, Alessandria, Italy

Gods and Princesses
Curator: Opus In Artem

 
2021

Solo, Polygon Gallery, B.C., Canada
OG Punk

Curator: Helga Pakasaar
 

Solo, Estensioni Oltre.LoSpazio, Carrara, Italy
In The Dollhouse

Curator: Enza Di Vinci
 

Group, Fotonostrum, Barcelona, Spain
In The Dollhouse Selections, Melancholia

Curator: Julio Hirsch-Hardy
 

Solo, Jewish Museum Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden

Curator: Matthias Ritter (postponed Covid)
 

2020
Solo, Compiano Castle, Turin, Italy

Fallen Princesses
Curator: Domenico Maria Papa

 
Solo, Museum of Jewish Montreal, Montreal, Canada

Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden
Curator: Alyssa Stokvis-Hauer

 
Solo, Art Mur Gallery, Montreal, Canada

Gods Of Suburbia
Curator: Rheal Lanthier

 
Solo, Castle of Compiano, Parma, Italy

Fallen Princesses
Curator: Domenico Maria Papa

 
 
 
 
 



Solo, Masterpiece Art, London, England
Modern Girl

Curator: Alex Cousens
 

Group, The Arts Company, Nashville, USA
Dollhouse, Fallen Princesses

Curator: Langley Burton
 

Group, Aesthetica Art Prize, Future Now, York Gallery London, England
Princess, Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden

Curator: Cherie Federico
 

2019
Group, Musée de l’Homme, Paris, France

Alimentations: Nourritures/ Cultures/ Natures
The Last Supper, East Vancouver, 2014

Curators: 
Virginio Gaudenzi

Alexis Amen
 

Group, Juming Museum, Taipei, Chance and Coincidence, Taiwan
Fallen Princesses

Curator: Hung-Chih Wang
 

Group, Pasinger Fabrik, Yes We Ken, Munich, Germany
In The Dollhouse

Curators: Augusta Laar
Stefan-Maria Mittendorf

 
Solo, Head On Photography Festival, Sydney, Australia

Gods Of Suburbia 
Curator: Moshe Rosenzveig

 
2018

Solo, Addis Foto Festival, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Gods Of Suburbia

Curator: Aida Muluneh
 

Solo, Museo della Padova Ebraica, Padua, Italy
Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden

Curator: Domenico Maria Papa
 

Solo, Castello Cavour, Turin, Italy
Art Site Festival

Fallen Princesses
Curator: Domenico Maria Papa

 
Solo,Venice Jewish Museum, Venice, Italy

Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden
Curator: Marcella Ansaldi

 
Solo, Basilica of Sant'Ambrogio, Milan, Italy

Gods and Princesses 
Curator: Opus In Artem

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Group, Ian Potter Museum, University of Melbourne, Australia
'All the better to see you with: Fairytales transformed’ 

Curator: Samantha Comte
 

2017
Festival, Lishui Biennial Photography Festival, Lishui Museum, China

Where Does The Future Get Made?
Gods Of Suburbia

Curator: James Ramer
 

Solo, Sidney and Gertrude Zack Gallery, Jewish Center, Vancouver, B.C.
Snapshots From The Garden Of Eden

Curator: Linda Lando
 

Group, Contemporary Jewish Museum, San Francisco, US
Jewish Folktales Retold: Artist as Maggid

Curator: Pierre-François Galpin
Curator: Renny Pritikin 

 
Festival, Contact Photography Festival, Toronto, Ont.

Fallen Princesses
Curator: Belinda Chum Gallery House

 
Festival, Auckland Festival Of Photography, Auckland, NZ

Gods Of Suburbia
Curator: Shahidul Alam

 
2016

Festival, Daegu Photo Biennale, Daegu South Korea
Gods Of Suburbia

Curator: Issack Kim
 

Solo, Mesa Contemporary Arts Museum, Mesa, Arizona
Curator: Tiffany Fairall

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EARLIER EXHIBITION DETAIL AVAILABLE 
 



ARTIST TALKS AND PANELS
 
 

BC Arts Teacher Association Conference, 2021, Key Note Speaker
 

TEDXCorrect ,Vancouver, Canada, 2021, Topic Our New World (postponed)
 

Langara Photograph, Vancouver, Canada, 2020, Artist Talk
 

Montreal Jewish Museum, Montreal, Canada, 2020, Artist Talk
 

JuMing Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, 2019, Panel
 

Head On Photography Festival, Sydney,  Australia, 2019, Artist Talk
 

Museo Ebraico Venice, Italy, 2018, Artist Talk
 

SPOA, Ottawa, Canada, 2018, Talk and Panel with Diana Thorneycroft
 

Art Souterrain, Montreal, Canada, 2018 Artist Talk
 

Fusion,Vancouver, Canada, 2018,  Artist Talk and Panel
 

BC Photographers Association, Vancouver, Canada, 2018, Artist Talk
 

Jewish Contemporary Museum, San Francisco, USA, 2017, Artist Talk
 

Capture Photography Festival, Vancouver, B.C., 2017, Artist Talk
 

Contact Photography Festival, Toronto, Canada, 2017, Artist Talk
 

SCAD, Charlottesville, USA, 2016,  Artist talk
 

Foto Art Festival, Bielsko-Biała, Poland, 2016 Artist Talk
 

SOMA Gallery, Vancouver, Canada, 2016, Artist Talk, Vancouver past and present
 

PhotoMuseo, Bogota, Colombia, 2016, Portfolio Review, Panel
 

Prix Virginia, Paris, France, 2015, Artist Talk
 

Pecha Kucha, Vancouver, Canada, 2015, Talk
 

Photo ED, Magazine, Canada, 2019, Competition Judge
 

Photo Life Magazine, Canada, 2019, Competition Judge
 

Annual Photography Awards, USA, 2020, Competition Judge
 



Art Geeks, Floriane Herrero, Art Book, France, November , 2018
Amica Magazine, Anna Savini, Italy, Article, September 2012
American Photography Annual 25, Selected Artist, 2011
Anderson Amanda L., A Dissertation, The Scripts that Tame Us:
“Beauty and the Beast” As Vehicle of Cultural Construction and Deconstruction.                                                                               
Antwerp Gazet, Article, August 2016
Área Abierta, Ana Vicens Poveda, La fotografía de Dina Goldstein frente al universo rosa: un análisis de las series In The Dollhouse y
Fallen Princesses , Article Academic Magazine, 2018
Art&Travel, Germany, Article, Febuary, 2010
Augsburger-Allgemeine, Wochenend Journal, Wolfgang Schütz, Austria, December 08, 2012
Bacchilega, Cristina Bacchilega, Professor of English, University of Hawaii-Manoa, Honolulu, HI, Essay,  Fairy Tales Transformed,
2013
Bravo Art,Moreschi, Bruno, Brazil, Article, August, 2009
Capture Photography Festival, Exhibition catalogue, Vancouver, B.C., 2013
CBC, Exhibitionists, TV Profile, 2016
CBC, Wayne Rostad, ‘On The Road’, Canada, TV Interview, 2002
CBC, Gloria Macarenko, TV Interview, Canada, 2020
Conversation, Margurerite Johnson, Why Grown Ups Need Fairy Tales, University of Newcastle, 2017
Cornfeld, Li, Brooklyn Museum, Shooting Heroines:
Sexual Violence and Dina Goldstein’s Fallen Princess Photography Series, 2015
Courier Newspaper, Rossi Cheryl, Canada, Article, 2009
CTV Canada ‘Fallen Princesses at the Gallery’,  TV interview, 2009
Culture Trip,  Interview, Canada, 2016
Daily Telegraph, dailytelegraph.co.uk blog, UK, June 25, 2009
Design Magazine, Miriam Polding, United Emerites, Article, March/ April 2011
Digitalis foto, Feature, Somogyi Nora, Hungary, 2014
Doho Magazine, Feature spread, Spain 2020
Daegu Photo Biennale, We are from somewhere but where are we going, Catalogue, 2016
Maria del Mar Perez-Gil, Amaltea: Journal of Myth Criticism. “El cuento de hadas feminista y las hablas manipuladas del mito: de la
literatura a las artes visuales” Spain, 2013
Ein neuer Anfang, Mathilde Nygaard, Text book, Denmark, 2010
Emeequis ,Mendiburu, Diego, Spain, Article, February, 2009
Fantask, Collective Artists, Book, Paris, 2022
Fanny Keifer, Shaw TV, Canada ,TV Interview, 2009
Fotografi, Michael Dee, Germany, Article and Cover, March, 2009
FotoOpen, FotoArt Festival, Exhibition catalogue, Poland, 2011
Geist Arts and Culture, Gods Of Suburbia, Feature, Geist Foundation, Canada, 2015
Geist Arts and Culture, ‘Trackrecord”, Geist Foundation, Canada, 2004
Globe and Mail, Marsha Lederman, The 10 Commandments, 2020
Globe and Mail, Brad Wheeler, OG Punk, 2022
Gordon Smith Foundation, Auction Catalogue, 2015
Gordon Smith Foundation, Auction Catalogue, 2015
Gustov, Rider, Brine, Art and Design, Switzerland, Interview, 2009
Guds Ord, Ane Orgard Bramstoft, Iben Johanne Thomsen, Text Book, 2017
Ildikó Geige, PhD student at Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, dissertation on performative Identity Constructions of 20th century
American Women writers Look Magazine, Greece, Article, 2014
Independent on Sunday, Anna Basset, Happily Ever After, Article, 2013
Intelligent Life, The Economist, Michael Watts, 2015
Irish Examiner, Rita de Brun, Happily Ever After, Article, 2013
Jewish Woman, Tomchin, Susan, USA, Interview, 2010 
Jewish Independent, Joshua Spiro, Canada, Article, October 16, 2009
Jewish Independent, Cynthia Ramsay, Interview, December 02, 2015
JPG Magazine, Goldstein, Dina, “Trackrecord”, USA, Article, March 01, 2007
Kid-In, Interview, Online Magazine, June 09, 2016
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